
Developer & Investor Services



The services we provide to our developer clients revolve around helping them to achieve the best 
possible return on their investment. We follow the RIBA work stages but go beyond to ensure we 
provide the fullest possible service, from feasibility to practical completion.

This brochure will take you through the steps to which Granit will assist you with your project from 
start to finish showcasing our most recent commercial projects which include number of units, 
GDV, Forecast ROI and location. 
 

Granit’s Developer & Investor services revolve around 
understanding our commercial clients’ business models and key 
drivers, and using that knowledge to unlock the potential of any 
site. Our experienced team will navigate the planning system 
and define a scheme that takes advantage of the space available 
while producing a desirable end product. We like to be the design 
team leader, providing a single point of responsibility to oversee 
every project. This enables us to drive the team towards the best 
possible financial result.



B. Strategy and Planning (RIBA 
Stages 0-2)

We help our clients to shape the 
strategy for a site. This includes 
preparing a development brief, 
documents for pre-planning and 
full planning applications. We guide 
our clients through the process of 
gaining consents for a scheme, or 
improving an existing consent to 
achieve greater returns. 

We empower our commercial developer clients to achieve the 
best possible return on their investment in property. We work at 
every stage of the development cycle-from feasibility to practical 
completion-providing a full service using the RIBA stages  of 
work and beyond. 

C. Architectural and Interior Design (RIBA 
Stages 3 & 4)

With planning consent in place, we prepare 
builders works packages that enable 

contractors to deliver high-quality buildings. 
This work includes technical and detailed 

design as well as interior architecture.

Our interior design team is skilled at adding the 
finishing touches, and styling marketing suites. 
We can assist in furnishing a whole house, an 
apartment or dressing the communal parts of 

a building to give your development an edge in 
the market.

D. On-Site and Contact Administration 
(RIBA Stages 5-6)

We like to see our designs realised in a 
completed building and enjoy guiding our 
clients through the process of finding, 
procuring and managing contractors. Once 
a scheme is on-site, we provide regular 
inspections on progress to ensure our clients 
only pay for what is delivered and that it is to 
the required standards.

 

Strategic Partners

We act as strategic advisors and partners 
to our developer clients, guiding them 
on development strategy, arranging 
creative financing options (via partners) 
and establishing teams/joint ventures. 
We regularly create financial models and 
business plans that enable our clients to 
make go/no-go decisions on acquisitions. 

 

E. Marketing

We assist in the preparation of marketing 
materials, including CGIs, floor plans and 

marketing brochures for off plan sales. 
Our aim is to help our clients realise a 

commercially successful project. 

Case Studies

Please continue to read this brochure to find 
examples of when we have empowered our 
clients to achieve significant returns on their 

investment in property development.  

A. Site Finding, Analysis and Feasibility

We regularly assist our commercial clients to find and assess 
the feasibility of development sites in London and beyond. 



Granit is sensible, pragmatic, responsive and knowledgeable. I’ve used them almost exclusively 
for 10 years and wouldn’t consider using anybody else. Granit will always tell me if they think my 
scheme won’t make it through planning and they’ll help me find ways to adjust – I appreciate 
this. It’s one of the reasons I always return to them – they give honest advice.

- Gary Sugarman



Our developer client purchased this brownfield site with planning 
permission in place to build six residential units. 

Granit transformed the original scheme by reconfiguring the internal layouts, 
amending the elevations to achieve a more industrial aesthetic and increasing the 
areas.

The solution was to extend the basement beneath the shared courtyard adding 
over 50sqm of GIA to the scheme. The unit layouts were reorganised, with an 
open plan kitchen/living area located on the first floor. At basement level, large 
bedroom suites with ensuite and dressing rooms overlook a shared courtyard.

Our client will benefit from a healthy ROI. All six units are currently on the market 
between £1-1.3M representing a total GDV of circa £7M. 

Enhancing Planning Consent to Increase GDV

     No. of units                    GDV                   Forecast ROI                Location

         6                        £7M                    22%       Kennington



Perpetuum Ltd acquired a derelict car garage site in Wandsworth in 
2013 with planning permission in place to build three new units.

The site had numerous challenges, irregular plot sizes, overlooking on all 
sides, high flood risk and a planning condition that properties achieved a 
level 3 of The Code for Sustainable Homes.

Granit’s challenge was to discharge the planning conditions and improve the 
existing consent to increase the GDV. We then provided detailed designs for 
a builder’s works package and on-site support during the works. 

The result is four compact, multi-level, highly insulated and very marketable 
houses. Added features include ramped walkways for disabled access, 
protected routes to manage flood risk, internal courtyards, acoustic and 
privacy screening to the industrial site next door.

Brownfield Site Development Unlocks Profits 

     No. of units                    GDV                   Forecast ROI                Location

         4                        £2M                    25%      Wandsworth



This unique site in Shepherd’s Bush, has been transformed from 
neglected music recording studios into luxury housing.

The site had numerous challenges including the excavation of a new 
basement, the proximity of neighbouring houses, an increased number of 
units and existing planning permissions.

Granit’s appointment was to discharge the planning conditions and produce 
a feasibility pack with conceptual design enhancements. We then provided 
detailed designs for a builder’s works package and on-site support during 
the works. 

The result is twelve unique homes that are multi-level, highly insulated and 
very marketable houses. Added features include the use of high-quality 
materials, bespoke kitchens, multi-zone underfloor heating with smartphone 
controls, quirky built-in wardrobes and custom joinery.

Conversion of Commercial Space into Housing

     No. of units                    GDV                   Forecast ROI                Location

        12                      £20M                   39%    Shepherd’s Bush



A commercial PRS landlord purchased a dilapidated five-storey 
block of flats and an adjacent derelict industrial unit in Dollis 
Hill. The apartments sit on a reasonably large plot comprised of 
unloved green space, a car park and a row of un-used garages.

Our appointment was to carry out an initial feasibility study to assess the 
viability of developing the land to create additional rental units. The site posed 
several challenges that required addressing – most notably overlooking and 
overshadowing of the existing properties.

The solution proposed the creation of an additional 24 units for private rental, 
split across two blocks and looking onto a shared courtyard. An underground 
car park makes use of the site levels and frees the external areas to become 
a social space for the residents. Profit from the proposed development will 
enable the upgrade of the exterior communal areas, which will improve the 
living accommodation for all residents.

Build to Rent Expansion Raises ROI

     No. of units                    GDV                   Forecast ROI                Location

        24                     £9.8M                   *7%         Dollis Hill

* Build to rent scheme with 50% of the flats being affordable.



Stark Properties and Acre Invest appointed Granit to deliver a new build 
development of 104 1-bed and 2-bed flats in Luton’s town centre in 
Bedfordshire. These unique apartments offer the opportunity for both 
community and exclusivity all in one location. 

Granit’s services included facade treatment development, including cladding 
and render treatments, and assisting with a new planning application to add 
a 5th storey to the existing consented scheme. Granit was also employed 
to develop an interior design scheme for the flats, including bathrooms, 
kitchens, material finishes, fixtures and fittings. For each of the three cores, 
we have designed a striking entrance area, using a bold timber-clad pattern. 

Given the anticipated end values, the challenge has been to get a high end 
look, whilst not overinvesting in expensive fixtures and fittings. 

Improving the GDV

     No. of units                    GDV                   Forecast ROI                Location

        104                  £23.2M                  26%           Luton



Innovative Air Rights Scheme

     No. of units                    GDV                   Forecast ROI                Location

         6                       £9M                     22%       Marylebone

Our client’s goal was to add an additional storey on top of an existing 
1930s mansion block. This objective presents significant technical 
and practical challenges, not least meeting stringent fire safety 
requirements, adding services to the new floors, as well as upgrading 
the cores and communal parts.

Granit worked alongside Lamtons Construction and the client in maximising 
the air rights potential. A new floor was added to the existing residential and 
commercial block, on Edgware Road, to create six penthouse flats. 

Fronting the busy Edgware Road, and the Baywater conservation area to 
the rear, the new apartments are designed to maximise the views to the rear 
and glimpses of the City of London at rooftop level. Our scheme includes a 
mixture of three-bed and two-bed flats, each fitted out to a high standard 
of finish. Internally the existing communal parts and entrance areas are 
enhanced, creating a new lobby and concierge, styled in a modern take of 
Art Deco to compliment the existing architecture of the building.



This commercial PRS landlord purchased an attractive detached 
property subdivided into apartments in Beulah Hill, South London.

Planning permission had been granted for a 5 unit development to be built at 
the far end of the large rear garden, although this had subsequently lapsed.

Granit’s task was to investigate the viability of obtaining new planning 
permission for an increased number of units. The conservation area status, 
sloping topography and mature trees all posed significant challenges to the 
development. By thorough analysis and working with the council throughout 
the pre-app and planning process, Granit was able to address these and 
obtain permission for nine new units.

The result is a three-storey, nine-unit apartment block designed to be 
contemporary in appearance yet sympathetic to the historic surroundings.

New Build Housing in a Conservation Area

     No. of units                    GDV                   Forecast ROI                Location

         9                      £2.45M                 34%        Croydon



This site historically belonged to a large family home that has since 
been transformed into luxury apartments.

The main challenges of the site included the proximity of a 5-storey residential 
block and a row of trees along the boundary that were all subject to Tree 
Preservation Orders (TPOs).

The solution involved setting the development away from the boundary to 
mitigate overlooking and tree concerns, whilst proposing a Basement to add 
approx. 150m2 worth of internal floor space. The mix of two and three-
bedroom apartments benefit from having separate entrances and a large 
well landscaped communal garden.

The proposal is at its final stage of planning with hope to gain consent for 
four high-end, modern apartments located in a desirable area of Clapham.

High-End Residential New Build

     No. of units                    GDV                   Forecast ROI                Location

         4                      £3.9m                   23%        Clapham



Creating a Legacy with Sustainable Homes 

     No. of units                    GDV                   Forecast ROI                Location

         9                      £2.5M                   69%        Croydon

Our brief is to design a scheme that will achieve planning and ultimately 
realise the full value of the site. The clients are taking a long-term 
view and want to leave a legacy for Croydon through well-designed, 
sustainable homes.  

The scheme includes nine new self-contained dwellings; a mix of family 
homes and flats with gardens and parking. The new units are designed to 
sit carefully within the context of the surrounding residences, with a semi-
industrial feel reflecting the history of the site. 

The site is not without challenges. It is located in between two rows of houses, 
creating complications around access, shared boundaries and ‘overlooking’. 
To help overcome these challenges, we have positioned the homes at angles 
that face away from the adjacent houses and gardens, creating desirable 
south facing properties with courtyard gardens.



This development is the creation of two homes with high-quality 
family living spaces, three bedrooms, a pool and service areas, all 
in a conservation area of Streatham, London Borough Lambeth.

The site is a set of dilapidated garages, and the new houses had to respond 
to a complex set of site conditions. These include established rights of way 
through the site, backing onto multiple neighbours gardens in Streatham 
Common Southside and two adjoining roads.

The scheme sits behind an unassuming ‘English garden wall’ with the 
houses formed of three wings over the ground floor and basement level. 
A dramatic glazed spine connects the wings with double-height voids to 
bring light deep into the basement. The new houses are planned around two 
substantial south-facing basement courtyards, offering the residents privacy 
and avoiding overlooking of neighbours. 

Innovative Design Unlocks a Site

     No. of units                    GDV                   Forecast ROI                Location

         2                        £4M                    25%      Streatham



On this project, we are converting an awkwardly shaped derelict 
site into a resolved residential community of one & two-bedroom 
apartments. The street scene seeks to reconfigure the front 
elevation and merging materials with the adjoining terraces. 

On the entrance of the site, there is a natural gap between two lines of 
Victorian terraces, within which we are proposing a three-storey block and 
semi-basement to provide four one and two-bedroom flats. To the rear, we 
are proposing two low scale three-bedroom houses, both one storey above 
ground with mono-pitched metal and flat green roofs, on brick and timber 
slatted construction. This design responds to the different context of the rear 
part of the site.

The houses will meet exceptional levels of thermal efficiency and utilise 
renewable energy generation on-site.  The scheme will improve the 
ecological value of the site by newly planted landscaping that complements 
the development.

Ecological Housing Development

     No. of units                    GDV                   Forecast ROI                Location

         5            £2.4M                   25%          Brixton



www.granit.co.uk

We appreciate you need to maximise the return on every aspect of your property investment. 
You also need a skilled and efficient project team, one that understands your requirements and 
has experience in producing design work that enables commercial developers to achieve their 
objectives.   

Granit’s team can support you from the beginning to the completion of a project, integrating 
architectural and interior design thinking seamlessly. Our experience spans commercial 
schemes from single units to large new build schemes, commercial conversions and mixed-
use sites with multiple dwellings, offices, leisure and showhomes. 

Please contact us if you would like a strategic partner to help you achieve the highest possible 
return from your property developments.



Granit Architects
Studios 18-19
16 Porteus Place
Clapham
London SW4 0AS
United Kingdom

T: +44 (0)20 7924 4555
E: info@granit.co.uk
www.granit.co.uk

facebook.com/granitarchitects

@granitarchitects

linkedin.com/company/granit-chartered-architects-ltd

@londonarchitect


